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Accreditation  
BTEC Level 2 First award in Music = 1x GCSE A*- C 

 

About the course 

Are you passionate about music?  

The BTEC music course offers a fun and practical project  

based approach, allowing you to choose from a number of  

units for which you have to present evidence, based on actual  

real-life scenarios. You may choose from Performance, Composition or Music Recording 

Technology & Live Sound, or you could choose to combine two areas. You will develop 

independent learning skills required for any profession such as confidence, management skills, 

communication and teamwork, awareness of emerging technologies and ICT.  It also provides good 

progression to BTEC Level 3 or AS/A2 levels.  

 

Prior knowledge, skills and understanding 
There are no specific requirements or prerequisites for this course and there is no need to have 

achieved any other qualifications or music grades beforehand. However, as with all other subjects, 

you have to be well organised, good at team and independent work and be able to work to deadlines.  

To specialise in Performance you will need to be able to play an instrument, sing, or be willing to learn 

one upon starting the course (no grades necessary).  To specialise in Composing you will need to 

develop an understanding of the devices and techniques used in music composition. You will learn 

to use modern sequencing and notational software such as Cubase and Sibelius to help you compose. 

To specialise in Music Recording Technology you need to have basic general ICT skills to start 

with. You will then need to develop your skills in using music software and hardware in order to 

record and produce music. You should also be interested in live and recorded sound technology. 

Course Content and assessment methods 
The various units aim to develop your skills, knowledge and understanding of the Music profession. 

There are practical tasks such as performance/recording and written tasks such as an external exam 

assessing your understanding of the Music Industry and the way it works.  

 

BTEC Level 2 First Award in Music 

Unit Core compulsory units Assessment 

method 

Delivery 

 

2 Managing a Music Product (i.e. plan, develop and 

deliver a CD or music concert) 

Internal Year 1 

1 The Music Industry (1hr written paper) External exam Year 2 

 Optional specialist units – (select two)   

5 Music Performance (solo or ensemble) Internal Ongoing 

4 Music Composition Internal Ongoing 

3 Music recording Technology: Live Sound Internal Ongoing 

6 Music recording Technology: Music Recording Internal Ongoing 

7 Music recording Technology: Music Sequencing Internal Ongoing 
 


